Abstract

Heartsway uses Deyta as our CAHPS vendor for the family surveys. Once a year they select hospices that have excellent CAHPS survey scores and publish a list of Deyta Honors hospices and Deyta Honors Elite Hospices. To qualify for Deyta Honors Elite you must exceed that national average on all CAHPS survey questions. We have been named to the Honors Elite five years in a row. We are the only Deyta client to be so honored.

We are quite proud of this accomplishment and were concerned when we were slightly below the national average on one question: “Did you receive the right amount of emotional support in the weeks after death”? We look at a 12-month rolling average of our CAHPS scores monthly. Deyta bases their list on the 12 months ending each September, so we still had several months to bring our average up and adopted increasing our scores to above the national average by the end of September 2020 as a formal PI project.

Introduction

We have several disciplines who participate in bereavement care – chaplains, nurses, and volunteers so we selected a PI team that includes these disciplines plus the Bereavement Coordinator. This was our first PI Project to utilize the PDSA methodology.

- Chaplains make a condolence call shortly after a death and make calls or visits at 1, 2, 3, 6, and 9 months following a death.
- A nurse who is familiar with the patient/family makes phone calls at 2, 4, 8 and 12 weeks following a death.
- Volunteer write notes of condolence and encouragement at 1, 2, 3, 6 and 9 months after a death.
- The Bereavement Coordinator also makes the routine chaplain calls and mails out a letter after 12 months offering additional bereavement services following a death (grief groups, memorial services, etc.) and includes a bereavement survey so the bereaved can evaluate our bereavement program.

Plan

a. If the person who most needs bereavement services is different from the one getting the survey, add this second person to those receiving bereavement services based on post death bereavement assessment. The Bereavement Coordinator will maintain and distribute a list of any deceased patients who has more than one bereaved and the names of each.

b. For nursing, bereavement calls need to be scheduled and audited. In the event there are two active bereaved for a patient, note the names and phone numbers of each in a purple sticky.

c. Volunteer Coordinator needs MS Teams on his phone and join all the death groups.

d. We need to be consistent on sending a sympathy card signed by the patient’s care team shortly after a death.

e. Encourage staff or volunteer attendance at viewings and/or funerals or at least post supportive and relevant words to the funeral home’s web page for the deceased. The chaplain or other staff will communicate dates and times for visitations/funerals and will communicate viewing/funeral schedules, through a Teams text sent to “All”. This is optional depending on each staff member’s desires and work/life schedules. Code this activity as a bereavement visit. We will not track individual participation. We need to make it clear to all staff that while we encourage this, it is not a requirement. However, we have heard some very positive comments if a staff member attends and some very negative comments if they do not.

f. We will increase volunteer involvement in bereavement. Volunteers can make bereavement calls and may visit or attend the funeral/viewing in addition to cards at their discretion.
PDSA (Plan, Do, Study, Act)

Model For Improvement

1. What are we trying to accomplish?
2. How will we know that a change is an improvement?
3. What changes can we make that will result in an improvement?

ACT

- Teams plan what they will do as a small test of change asking themselves:
  - Who will do it?
  - Where will it be done?
  - What they expect to find?
  - When are they going to do it?

PLAN

- Who will do it?
- Where will it be done?
- What they expect to find?
- When are they going to do it?

STUDY

- Complete the review/analysis of your data
- Compare it to what you thought might happen
- Summarise what you learnt from results

DO

- Carry out your plan
  - Remember 1 patient, 1 doctor, 1 day, 1 form etc.
  - Document problems & unexpected observations
  - Begin reviewing/analysing your data
Study Results
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Conclusion

• Total bereavement contacts increased from the 300 per month range to the 400 per month range. The number of monthly contacts were pretty equal between chaplains, volunteers and nurses.

• We went above the national average on the CAHPS question “Did you receive the right amount of emotional support in the weeks after death”? starting in May 2000 and continued to improve from there.

• Most importantly, Deyta gave us the Honors Elite designation for our CAHPS scores for the sixth year in a row. We are the only Deyta CAHPS client that can make that claim.

• This formal PI Project demonstrated substantial improvement in the perception of our bereavement program.